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This research-oriented book presents up-to-date experimental
methods currently used in research for many branches of
chemical and biological engineering. The book surveys essential
ideas and research methodologies, concentrating on experiments
used in applications rather than on the ﬁne points of rigorous
mathematics. Examples of important applications are reviewed in
suﬃcient detail to provide the reader with a critical
understanding of context and research methodology. The volume
presents a broad spectrum of chapters in the various branches of
chemical and biological engineering that demonstrate key
developments in these rapidly changing ﬁelds. Chapters explore

the design, development, operation, monitoring, control, and
optimization of chemical, physical and biological processes. Case
studies are included in some chapters, building a real-world
connection.
Mobile Applications and Solutions for Social Inclusion
Springer
"This book highlights and discusses the underlying QoS issues
that arise in the delivery of real-time multimedia services over
wireless networks"--Provided by publisher.
Handbook of Research on Wireless Multimedia: Quality of Service
and Solutions Irwin Professional Pub
Technology is changing the practice of healthcare by the ways
medical information is stored, shared, and accessed. With mobile
innovations, new strategies are unfolding to further advance
processes and procedures in medical settings. Next-Generation
Mobile and Pervasive Healthcare Solutions is an advanced
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reference source for the latest research on emerging progress
and applications within mobile health initiatives and health
informatics. Featuring coverage on a broad range of topics and
perspectives such as electronic health records (EHR), clinical
decision support systems, and medical ontologies, this
publication is ideally designed for professionals and researchers
seeking scholarly material on the increased use of mobile health
applications.
Indigenous Knowledge Systems and Research Methodologies:
Local Solutions and Global Opportunities SAGE Publications India
Consolidating existing knowledge in Design Science, this book
proposes a new research method to aid the exploration of design
and problem solving within business, science and technology. It
seeks to overcome a dichotomy that exists in the ﬁeld between
theory and practice to enable researches to ﬁnd solutions to
problems, rather than focusing on the explanation and
exploration of the problems themselves. Currently, researches
concentrate on to describing, exploring, explaining and predicting
phenomena, and little attention is devoted to prescribing
solutions. Herbert Simon proposes the need to develop a Science
of the Artiﬁcial (Design Science), arguing that our reality is much
more artiﬁcial than natural. However, the research conducted on
the Design Science premises has so far been scattered and
erratic in diﬀerent ﬁelds of research, such as management,
systems information and engineering. This book aims to address
this issue by bringing these ﬁelds together and emphasising the
need for solutions. This book provides a valuable resource to
students and researchers of research methods, information
systems, management and management science, and production
and operations management.
Contemporary Organizational and Counseling Issues Academic
Press
*Shortlisted for the BPS Book Award 2014 in the Textbook
Category* *Winner of the 2014 Distinguished Publication Award
(DPA) from the Association for Women in Psychology (AWP)*
Successful Qualitative Research: A Practical Guide for Beginners
is an accessible, practical textbook. It sidesteps detailed
theoretical discussion in favour of providing a comprehensive
overview of strategic tips and skills for starting and completing
successful qualitative research. Uniquely, the authors provide a
'patterns framework' to qualitative data analysis in this book, also
known as 'thematic analysis'. The authors walk you through a
basic thematic approach, and compare and contrast this with
other approaches. This discussion of commonalities, explaining
why and when each method should be used, and in the context of
looking at patterns, will provide you with complete conﬁdence for
your qualitative research journey. Key features of this textbook:
Full of useful tips and strategies for successful qualitative work,
for example considering the nervous student not just the
beginner student. Skills-based, utilising a range of pedagogical
features to encourage you to apply particular techniques and
learn from your experience. The authors use the same dataset
throughout - reproduced in full (with associated research
materials) on the companion website - to help you make
comparisons across diﬀerent analytical approaches. A
comprehensive suite of student support materials, including
practice exam questions, can be found online at
www.sagepub.com/braunandclarke. This textbook will be an
essential textbook for undergraduates and postgraduates taking
a course in qualitative research or using qualitative approaches in
a research project. Electronic Inspection Copy available for
instructors here
Quantitative Social Research Methods Elsevier
This book provides readers with a timely snapshot of ergonomics
research and methods applied to the design, development and
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prototyping – as well as the evaluation, training and
manufacturing – of products, systems and services. Combining
theoretical contributions, case studies, and reports on technical
interventions, it covers a wide range of topics in ergonomic
design including: ecological design; cultural and ethical aspects in
design; Interface design, user involvement and human–computer
interaction in design; as well as design for accessibility and many
others. The book particularly focuses on new technologies such
as virtual reality, state-of-the-art methodologies in information
design, and human–computer interfaces. Based on the AHFE
2019 International Conference on Ergonomics in Design, held on
July 24-28, 2019, Washington D.C., USA, the book oﬀers a timely
guide for both researchers and design practitioners, including
industrial designers, human–computer interaction and user
experience researchers, production engineers and applied
psychologists.
A Practical Guide for Beginners Research Publishing Service
Known for its clear and practical approach, this book oﬀers a
framework for conducting research in a scientiﬁc manner in all
areas of business. Readers learn how to develop practical
knowledge and skills to understand the ways in which systematic
research can be conducted to describe, explain, and predict
phenomena of interest pertaining to business. The fourth edition
will continue to be strong in delivering a technical approach while
presenting more real world applications.· Introduction to
Research· Scientiﬁc Investigation· Technology and Business
Research· The Research Process: Steps 1 to 3: The Broad Problem
Area, Preliminary Data Gathering, Problem Deﬁnition· The
Research Process: Steps 4 and 5: Theoretical Framework
Hypothesis Development· The Research Process: Step 6:
Elements of Research Design· Experimental Designs·
Measurement of Variables: Operational Deﬁnition and Scales·
Measurement: Scaling, Reliability, Validity· Data Collection
Methods· Sampling· Data Analysis and Interpretation· The
Research Report· Managerial Decision Making and Research
Higher Education for All. From Challenges to Novel
Technology-Enhanced Solutions John Wiley & Sons
Dislocating Cultures takes aim at the related notions of nation,
identity, and tradition to show how Western and Third World
scholars have misrepresented Third World cultures and feminist
agendas. Drawing attention to the political forces that have
spawned, shaped, and perpetuated these misrepresentations
since colonial times, Uma Narayan inspects the underlying
problems which "culture" poses for the respect of diﬀerence and
cross-cultural understanding. Questioning the problematic roles
assigned to Third World subjects within multiculturalism, Narayan
examines ways in which the ﬂow of information across national
contexts aﬀects our understanding of issues. Dislocating Cultures
contributes a philosophical perspective on areas of ongoing
interest such as nationalism, post-colonial studies, and the
cultural politics of debates over tradition and "westernization" in
Third World contexts.
Research Methods For Business John Wiley & Sons
This book introduces students with little or no background in
applied research to a deeper understanding of the philosophies
that underlie the methods researchers use to acquire, verify and
validate information in applied research. It focuses on applied
research as a service to a client with a problem that research can
solve. It seeks to help students understand how they can apply
research to their own businesses, or employ consultants to do the
same in the knowledge that they can make informed decisions,
emphasising the eﬃcient use of research resources while trying
to maximise the likelihood of providing a useful product. Applied
Business Research is aimed at improving students?
understanding of the practical application of both qualitative and
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quantitative research methods. It provides a detailed
examination of the diﬀerent methodologies available, such as
interviews, focus groups and questionnaires and how to select
and apply these diﬀerent techniques. It explores the various
analytical approaches, including both constant comparative
analysis and statistics. Above all, it details the full research cycle,
from the research catalyst and deﬁnition of research objectives to
the management of the research project and the writing of the
ﬁnal report. The book emphasises a practical orientation,
focusing on the development of research questions and the use
of research methods for eﬀective decision making in business.
SPECIFIC TO AUSTRALIAN EDITION Retains the strong theoretical
framework of Uma Sekaran?s Research Methods for Business with
regard to the full research cycle Emphasises both qualitative and
quantitative research methods Guides students through the
various processes in the nine stages in the research cycle
Expands the discussion of other research methods, such as
laboratory experimentation and case study analysis Includes new
material on managing a research project, covering issues such as
topic analysis, client brief, guidelines for managing the process
and putting together a proposal Oﬀers broader coverage of the
outcomes of the research, covering evaluating the implications of
the ﬁndings, writing a research report and presenting results to
diﬀerent clients Contains examples of Australian and New
Zealand research projects.
Design Science Research Springer Nature
Quantitative Social Research Methods explores the entire
spectrum of quantitative social research methods and their
application, with special reference to the development sector. It
provides detailed coverage of all statistical research and analysis
method with an emphasis on multivariate analysis techniques,
such as regression discriminant analysis, logistic regression,
factor, factor, cluster, correspondence and conjoint analysis. The
book is thematically arranged in two sections: the ﬁrst section
introduces development research techniques, explores the
genesis and scope of social research, research processes and
then goes on to explain univariate, bivariate and multivariate
data analysis with the help of software packages such as SPSS
and STATA. The second focuses on the application of social and
development research methods in the development sector. It
explores research method application and the issues relevant to
aspects of development such as population, health and nutrition,
poverty and rural development, education, water and sanitation,
and environment and natural resource management.
A Skill Building Approach Springer Nature
An introduction to a broad range of topics in deep learning,
covering mathematical and conceptual background, deep
learning techniques used in industry, and research perspectives.
“Written by three experts in the ﬁeld, Deep Learning is the only
comprehensive book on the subject.” —Elon Musk, cochair of
OpenAI; cofounder and CEO of Tesla and SpaceX Deep learning is
a form of machine learning that enables computers to learn from
experience and understand the world in terms of a hierarchy of
concepts. Because the computer gathers knowledge from
experience, there is no need for a human computer operator to
formally specify all the knowledge that the computer needs. The
hierarchy of concepts allows the computer to learn complicated
concepts by building them out of simpler ones; a graph of these
hierarchies would be many layers deep. This book introduces a
broad range of topics in deep learning. The text oﬀers
mathematical and conceptual background, covering relevant
concepts in linear algebra, probability theory and information
theory, numerical computation, and machine learning. It
describes deep learning techniques used by practitioners in
industry, including deep feedforward networks, regularization,
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optimization algorithms, convolutional networks, sequence
modeling, and practical methodology; and it surveys such
applications as natural language processing, speech recognition,
computer vision, online recommendation systems, bioinformatics,
and videogames. Finally, the book oﬀers research perspectives,
covering such theoretical topics as linear factor models,
autoencoders, representation learning, structured probabilistic
models, Monte Carlo methods, the partition function,
approximate inference, and deep generative models. Deep
Learning can be used by undergraduate or graduate students
planning careers in either industry or research, and by software
engineers who want to begin using deep learning in their
products or platforms. A website oﬀers supplementary material
for both readers and instructors.
New Developments in the Method of Space-time Conservation
Element and Solution Element: Applications to the Euler and
Navier-Stokes Equations Routledge
Research and Evaluation for Business is intended for use in either
a one or two semester introductory business statistics course.
The focus of the text is on decision making based on data
analysis. This is a real data, and problem-oriented text that
teaches the actual practice of statistical thinking, management of
decision making for tool selection, assumptions management,
outcome interpretation, and reporting. The text incorporates,
where appropriate, Excel and Minitab commands and output in
examples and exercises.
Urie Bronfenbrenner’s Method to Study Human
Development Jossey-Bass
This text provides knowledge of qualitative research methods and
designs for the helping professional. The reader will ﬁnd this book
provides to the point examples in qualitative research and will
beneﬁt the novice as well as the experienced professional.
Qualitative and Quantitative Methods IGI Global
Research Methods for Business: A Skill-Building Approach is a
concise and straightforward introduction for students to the world
of business research. The skill-building approach provides
students with practical perspectives on how research can be
applied in real business situations. Maintaining Uma Sekaran’ s
popular and accessible style of writing, Roger Bougie draws upon
his extensive experience in the ﬁeld to present an up-to-date
guide on business research which is ideal for aspiring managers.
The seventh edition has been fully revised and updated to include
cutting-edge examples and enriched pedagogical features
designed to improve student learning outcomes. There is now an
increased emphasis on the relationship between the scientiﬁc
and the pragmatic approaches to research, while the key
concepts are explored and applied to real-life research
throughout the book.
Business Research Methods GRIN Verlag
Market_Desc: The book is intended for all business and marketing
students taking Research Methods (usually 2nd year and 3rd
year) as well as conversion masters and masters courses. About
The Book: Reputed for its clear and practical approach, Sekaran
oﬀers a framework for conducting research in a scientiﬁc manner
in all areas of business. Students learn to develop practical
knowledge and skills to understand and carry out research
projects. This new edition is updated to strengthen areas of the
text such as Data Analysis and to totally refresh the section on
the role of technology and the use of statistical packages in
research. Examples and scenarios will be updated and the book
continues to emphasize managerial relevance and ethical
implications throughout.
Universal Methods of Design MIT Press
This expanded and revised version of the best-selling Universal
Methods of Design is a comprehensive reference that provides a
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thorough and critical presentation of 125 research methods,
synthesis/analysis techniques, and research deliverables for
human-centered design. The text and accompanying photos and
graphics of this classic resource are delivered in a concise and
accessible format perfect for designers, educators, and students.
Information can be easily referenced and utilized by crossdisciplinary teams in nearly any design project. This new,
expanded edition includes a comprehensive index for
referencing. Earlier chapters have been updated to include new
information on digital design and software for A/B testing,
content analysis, and territory maps. The addition of 25 chapters
brings fresh relevance to the text with new and innovative design
methods, such as subtraction and position maps, that have
emerged since the ﬁrst edition. Universal Methods of Design
distills each method down to its essence, in a format that helps
design teams select and implement the most credible research
methods suited to their design culture.
Research Methods and Applications in Chemical and Biological
Engineering Springer
Physics of Nuclear Reactors presents a comprehensive analysis of
nuclear reactor physics. Editors P. Mohanakrishnan, Om Pal
Singh, and Kannan Umasankari and a team of expert contributors
combine their knowledge to guide the reader through a toolkit of
methods for solving transport equations, understanding the
physics of reactor design principles, and developing reactor
safety strategies. The inclusion of experimental and operational
reactor physics makes this a unique reference for those working
and researching nuclear power and the fuel cycle in existing
power generation sites and experimental facilities. The book also
includes radiation physics, shielding techniques and an analysis
of shield design, neutron monitoring and core operations. Those
involved in the development and operation of nuclear reactors
and the fuel cycle will gain a thorough understanding of all
elements of nuclear reactor physics, thus enabling them to apply
the analysis and solution methods provided to their own work and
research. This book looks to future reactors in development and
analyzes their status and challenges before providing possible
worked-through solutions. Cover image: Kaiga Atomic Power
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Station Units 1 – 4, Karnataka, India. In 2018, Unit 1 of the Kaiga
Station surpassed the world record of continuous operation, at
962 days. Image courtesy of DAE, India. Includes methods for
solving neutron transport problems, nuclear cross-section data
and solutions of transport theory Dedicates a chapter to reactor
safety that covers mitigation, probabilistic safety assessment and
uncertainty analysis Covers experimental and operational physics
with details on noise analysis and failed fuel detection
Supporting Sustainable Product Development Createspace
Independent Publishing Platform
"This book is the best source for the most current, relevant,
cutting edge research in the ﬁeld of industrial informatics
focusing on diﬀerent methodologies of information technologies
to enhance industrial fabrication, intelligence, and manufacturing
processes"--Provided by publisher.
Research Methods For Business Rockport Pub
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed proceedings of the
Researcher Links Workshop: Higher Education for All, held in
Maceió, Brazil, in March 2017. The 12 full papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected from 31 submissions. The papers
deal with a large spectrum of topics, including higher education,
technology-enhanced solutions, user modelling, user grouping,
gamiﬁcation, educational games, MOOCs, e-learning, open
educational resources, collaborative learning, student modelling,
serious games, language analysis.
Next-Generation Mobile and Pervasive Healthcare
Solutions IGI Global
This book constitutes the revised selected papers of the scientiﬁc
satellite events that were held in conjunction with the 14th
International Conference on Service-Oriented Computing, ICSOC
2016, held in Banﬀ, AB, Canada, in October 2016. The ICSOC
2016 workshop track consisted of three workshops on a wide
range of topics that fall into the general area of service
computing: ASOCA 2016: The rst Workshop on Adaptive Serviceoriented and Cloud Applications ISyCC 2016: The rst Workshop on
IoT Systems Provisioning & Management in Cloud Computing
BSCI 2016: The Second International Workshop on Big Data
Services and Computational Intelligence
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